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ABSTRACT

A new iterative speech enhancement scheme that can be seen as
an approximation to the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm
is proposed. The algorithm employs a Kalman filter that models
the excitation source as a spectrally white process with a rapidly
time-varying variance, which calls for a high temporal resolution
estimation of this variance. A Local Variance Estimator based on
a Prediction Error Kalman Filter is designed for this high tempo-
ral resolution variance estimation. To achieve fast convergence and
avoid local maxima of the likelihood function, a Weighted Power
Spectral Subtraction filter is introduced as an initialization proce-
dure. Iterations are then made sequential inter-frame, exploiting the
fact that the AR model changes slowly between neighboring frames.
The proposed algorithm is computationally more efficient than a ba-
seline EM algorithm due to its fast convergence. Performance com-
parison shows significant improvement over the baseline EM algo-
rithm in terms of three objective measures. Listening test indicates
an improvement in subjective quality due to a significant reduction
of musical noise compared to the baseline EM algorithm.

1. INTRODUCTION

Single channel noise reduction of speech signals using itera-
tive estimation methods has been an active research area for the
last two decades. Most of the known iterative speech enhancement
schemes are based on, or can be interpreted as, the Expectation-
Maximization (EM) algorithm or a certain approximation to it. Pro-
posals of the EM algorithms for speech enhancement can be found
in [1] [2] [3] [4] [5]. Some other iterative speech enhancement tech-
niques can be seen as approximations to the EM algorithm, see
e.g. [6] [7] [8] [9]. A paradigm of these EM based approaches is
to iterate between an expectation step comprising Wiener or Kal-
man filtering given the current estimate of signal model parameters,
and a maximization step comprising the estimation of the parame-
ters given the filtered signal. By doing so, the conditional likelihood
of the estimated parameters and the signal increases monotonically
until a certain convergence criterion is reached.

Evolution of these EM approaches is seen in the underlying
signal models. In early proposals [6] [1] [7], the non-causal IIR
Wiener filter (WF) is used, where the signal is modeled as a short-
time stationary Gaussian process. This is a rather simplified model,
where the speech is assumed to be stationary and the voiced and un-
voiced speech share the same Gaussian model even though voiced
speech is known to be far from Gaussian. The time domain formu-
lation in [2] uses the Kalman smoother in place of the WF, which
allows the signal to be modeled as non-stationary but still uses one
model for both voiced and unvoiced speech. In [3], the speech ex-
citation source is modeled as a mixture of two Gaussian processes
with differing variances. For voiced speech, the process with higher
variance models the impulses and the one with lower variance mo-
dels the rest of the excitation sequence. The detection of the impulse
is done by a likelihood test at every time instant. In [4], an explicit
model of speech production is used, where the excitation of voiced
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speech is modeled as an impulse train superimposed in white noise.
The impulse parameters (pitch period, amplitude, and phase) and
the noise floor variance are estimated iteratively by an inner loop in
every iteration. In [9], the long term correlation in voiced speech is
explicitly modeled. To accomplish this, the instantaneous pitch per-
iod and the degree of voicing need to be estimated in every frame.
In general, using finer models has the potential to improve the en-
hanced speech quality, but also raises the concern of complexity and
robustness, since the decision on voicing and other pitch related pa-
rameters are difficult to extract from noisy observations.

Another line of development in speech enhancement employing
fine models of the voiced speech production mechanism puts effort
into modeling the rapidly varying variance of the excitation source
of voiced speech signals under a Linear Minimum Mean Squared-
Error Estimator (LMMSE) framework [10] [11] [12]. It is shown
that the prominent temporal localization of power in the excitation
source of voiced speech is a major source of correlation between
spectral components of the signal. An LMMSE estimator with a
signal model that models this non-stationarity can achieve both hi-
gher SNR gain and lower spectral distortion. It is well known that
the Kalman filter provides a more convenient framework for mo-
deling signal non-stationarity than the WF : the WF assumes the
signal to be wide-sense stationary ; while the Kalman filter allows
for a dynamic mean, which is modeled by the state transition mo-
del, and a dynamic system noise variance, which is assumed to be
known a priori. Whereas, in most of the proposed Kalman filtering
based speech enhancement approaches, the system noise variance
is modeled as constant within a short frame, thus an important part
of the non-stationarity is not modeled. In [12], the temporal locali-
zation of power in the excitation source is estimated by a modified
Multi-pulse LPC method, and the Kalman filter using this dynamic
system noise variance gives promising results.

In this paper, we propose a new iterative approach employing
Kalman filtering with a signal model comprising a rapidly time-
varying excitation variance. The proposed algorithm consists of
three steps in every iteration, i.e., the estimation of the auto-
regressive (AR) parameters, the excitation source variance estima-
tion with high temporal resolution, and the Kalman filtering. The
high temporal resolution estimation of the excitation variance is
performed by a combination of a prediction-error Kalman filter and
a spline smoothing method. By employing an initialization proce-
dure called Weighted Spectral Power Subtraction, the convergence
is achieved in one iteration per frame. The iterative scheme thus
becomes frame-wise sequential, because the estimation in the cur-
rent frame is based on the filtered signal of the previous frame. In
constrast with the aforementioned EM approaches with fine speech
production models, this approach has the advantages of simplicity
and robustness since it requires no explicit estimation of pitch rela-
ted parameters neither voiced/unvoiced decisions. The low compu-
tational complexity is also attributed to its fast convergence.

2. THE KALMAN FILTER BASED ITERATIVE SCHEME

It is convenient to introduce the overall scheme before going
into detailed discussion. Figure 1 shows the function blocks of
the proposed algorithm. The noisy signal is segmented into non-
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FIG. 1 – Block diagram of the proposed algorithm

overlapping short analysis frames. We denote the nth sample of
the speech signal, the additive noise, and the noisy observation of
the kth frame as s(n,k), v(n,k) and y(n,k), respectively. At the
first iteration of the kth frame, the noisy signal is first filtered by
a Weighted Power Spectral Subtraction (WPSS) filter as an initia-
lization step. The WPSS does a Power Spectral Subtraction (PSS)
estimation of the signal spectrum, and combines it with the esti-
mated power spectrum of the previous frame. The filtered signal
ŝpss(n,k) is then synthesized using the combined spectrum and the
noisy phase, and is fed into an LPC analysis (by closing the switch
to the WPSS output) to estimate the AR coefficients. A Prediction
Error Kalman filter (PEKF) takes the ŝpss(n,k) as input and es-
timates the system noise û(n,k). The time dependent variance of
the excitation, σ2

u(n,k), is estimated by a Local Variance Estimator
(LVE) that locally smoothes the instantaneous power of the û(n,k).
A second Kalman filter then filters the noisy signal to get the final si-
gnal estimate, using the estimated SR coefficients and system noise
variance. The signal estimate ŝ(n,k) is used by the LPC block in
the next iteration (by closing the switch to the feed back link) to
improve the estimation of the AR coefficients.

The iterations can be made sequential on a frame-to-frame basis
by fixing the number of iterations to one, and closing the switch to
the WPSS permanently. This is a frame-wise-sequential approxima-
tion to the original iterative algorithm, with the purpose of reducing
computational complexity, exploiting the fact that the spectral en-
velope of the speech signal changes slowly between neighboring
frames. As is shown in the experiment section, with an appropriate
parameter setting of the WPSS procedure, the iterative algorithm
can achieve convergence in the first iteration with an even higher
SNR gain. For comparison, the block diagram of the iterative-batch
EM approach (IEM) [2] [5] that is used as a baseline algorithm in
our work is shown in Figure 2 (A). Note that for the IEM, the sys-
tem noise variance is only dependent on the frame index k, while
for the proposed algorithm, it is dependent on both k and n. The
two new functional blocks in the proposed algorithm are the WPSS
and the High Temporal Resolution Modeling (HTRM) block. The
function of the WPSS is to improve the initialization of the iterative
scheme to achieve fast convergence. Section 3 addresses the initiali-
zation issue in details. The HTRM block estimates the system noise
variance in a high temporal resolution, in contrast to the IEM where
the system noise variance is constant within a frame. The formula-
tion of the Kalman filtering with high temporal resolution modeling
is treated in section 4.

3. INITIALIZATION AND SEQUENTIAL
APPROXIMATION

The Weighted Power Spectral Subtraction procedure combines
the signal power spectrum estimated in the previous frame and the
one estimated by the Power Spectral Subtraction method in the cur-
rent frame, so that the iteration of the current frame is started with
the result of the previous iteration as well as the new information in
the current frame. The weight of the previous frame is set much lar-
ger than the weight of the current frame because the signal spectrum
envelope varies slowly between neighboring frames. The WPSS
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FIG. 2 – Block diagrams of the IEM algorithm (A), and the IEM
with WPSS initialization (B) .

combines the spectrum estimates as follows :

| ˆ̂θ(k)|2 = α|θ̂(k−1)|2 +(1−α)max(|Y(k)|2 −E[|V(k)|2],0), (1)

where | ˆ̂θ(k)|2 is the estimate of the kth frame’s power spectrum at
the output of the WPSS, α is the weighting for the previous frame,
|θ̂(k − 1)|2 is the power spectrum of the estimated signal of the
previous frame, |Y(k)|2 is the power spectrum of the noisy signal,
and E[|V(k)|2] is the Power Spectral Density (PSD) of the noise.
Here we use bold face letters to represent vectors. The WPSS then
takes the square-root of the weighted power spectrum and combines
it with the noisy phase to form its output ŝpss(n,k). The LPC block
uses the ŝpss(n,k) to estimate the AR coefficients of the signal.

The WPSS procedure pre-processes the noisy signal so that the
iteration starts at a point close to the maximum of the likelihood
function, and is thus an initialization procedure. Initialization is cru-
cial to EM approaches. A good initialization can make the conver-
gence faster and prevent converging into a local maxima of the li-
kelihood function. Several authors have suggested using an impro-
ved initial estimate of the parameters at the first iteration. In [4],
Higher Order Statistics is used in the first estimation of AR pa-
rameters in order to improve the immunity to Gaussian noise. In
[9], the noisy spectrum is first smoothed before the iteration be-
gins. The initialization that is used here can be understood as using
the likelihood maximum found in the previous frame as the star-
ting point in the search of the maximum in the current frame, at
the same time adapts to changes by incorporating new information
from the PSS estimate. It can also be understood as a smoothed Po-
wer Spectral Subtraction method, noting the similarity between (1)
and the Decision-Directed method used in [13]. Our experiments
show that with this initialization procedure, an EM based approach
can achieve faster convergence and higher SNR gain when the α is
set appropriately.

Other authors have suggested sequential EM approaches in, e.g.
[2] [3] [4] [5] [9]. These methods are sequential on a sample-to-
sample basis. Thus the AR coefficients and the residual related pa-
rameters need to be estimated at every time instant. Our new algo-
rithm is sequential frame-wise. This reduces computational com-
plexity by exploiting the slow variation of the spectral envelopes
(represented by the AR model). The system noise variance, on the
other hand, needs a high temporal resolution estimation, and is dis-
cussed in the next section.

4. KALMAN FILTERING WITH HIGH TEMPORAL
RESOLUTION SIGNAL MODEL

Speech signals are known as non-stationary. Common practice
is to segment the speech into short frames of 10 to 30 ms and assume
a certain stationarity within the frame. Thus the temporal resolu-
tion of such a quasi-stationarity based processing equals the frame
length. For voiced speech, the system noise usually exhibits large
power variation within a frame (due to the impulse train structure),
thus a much higher temporal resolution is desired. In this work, we
allow the variance of the system noise to be indeed time variant. We



estimate it by locally smoothing an estimate of the instantaneous
power of the system noise.

4.1 The Kalman filtering solution

We use the following signal model,

s(n) =
p

∑
i=1

ais(n− i)+u(n)

y(n) = s(n)+v(n)

(2)

where the speech signal s(n) is modeled as a pth-order AR process,
and y(n) is the observation, ai is the ith AR parameter, the system
noise u(n) and the observation noise v(n) are uncorrelated Gaus-
sian processes. The system noise u(n) models the excitation source
of the speech signal and is assumed to have a time dependent va-
riance σ2

u(n) that needs to be estimated. The observation noise va-
riance σ2

v is assumed to change much slower, such that it can be
seen as time invariant in the duration of interest and can be estima-
ted from speech pause. In this work, we further assume that it is
known. Equation (2) can be represented by the state space model

x(n) = Ax(n−1)+bu(n)
y(n) = hx(n)+v(n)

(3)

where boldface letters represent vectors or matrices. This is a stan-
dard state space model for the speech signal. Details about the state
vector arrangement and the recursive solution equations are omitted
here for brevity. Interested readers are referred to the classic pa-
per [14]. We use the Kalman fixed-lag smoother in our experiment
since it obtains the smoothing gain at the expense of delay only
(again, see [14]. Though, note that in the proposed algorithm the
system noise variance is truly time variant, whereas in the conven-
tional Kalman filtering based speech enhancement the system noise
variance is quasi-stationary).

4.2 Parameter estimation

The AR coefficients and the excitation variance should ideally
be estimated jointly. However, this turns out to be a very complex
problem. Here we also take an iterative approach. The AR coeffi-
cients are first estimated as described in Section 3, and then the ex-
citation and its rapidly time-varying variance are estimated by the
HTRM block, given the current estimate of the AR coefficients. The
Kalman filter then uses the current estimate of the AR coefficients
and the excitation variance to filter the noisy signal. The spectrum
of the filtered signal is used in the next iteration to improve the es-
timate of the AR coefficients. It is again an approximation to the
Maximum Likelihood estimation of the parameters, in which every
iteration increases the conditional likelihood of the parameters and
the signal.

The time-varying residual variance is estimated by the HTRM
block. Given the AR coefficients, a Kalman filter takes the ŝpss as
input and estimate the system noise, which is essentially the linear
prediction error of the clean signal. To distinguish this operation
from the second Kalman filter, we call it the Prediction Error Kal-
man filter (PEKF). Instead of using a conventional linear prediction
analysis to find the linear prediction error, we propose to use the
PEKF because it has the capability to estimate the excitation source
for the clean signal given an explicit model of noise in the observa-
tions. Noting that ŝpss is the output of a smoothed Power Spectral
Subtraction estimator, it contains both remaining noise and signal
distortion. We model the joint contribution of the remaining noise
and the signal distortion by a white Gaussian noise z(n). The PEKF
thus assumes the following state space model :

x(n) = Ax(n−1)+bu(n)
ŝpss(n) = hx(n)+z(n).

(4)

Comparing with (3), the differences are : 1) now the ŝpss becomes
the observation, 2) the system noise u(n) is now modeled as a Gaus-
sian process with constant variance within the frame, 3) the ob-
servation noise z(n) has a smaller variance than v(n) because the
WPSS procedure has removed part of the noise power. The same
Kalman solution as stated before is used to evaluate the prediction,
x̂(n|n− 1), and the filtered estimation, x̂(n|n). The prediction er-
ror is defined as e(n) = x̂(n|n)− x̂(n|n− 1). The reason that in
the PEKF the system noise variance is modeled as constant within a
frame is that we only use it as an initial estimate, and a finer estimate
of the time variant variance is obtained at the output of the HTRM
block. This is necessary since we can not use the estimate of the
σ2

u(n) in the previous frame as the initialization, due to the fact that
the proposed processing framework is not pitch-synchronous. We
assume z(n) to be zero-mean Gaussian with variance σ2

z = βσ2
v ,

where β is a fractional scalar determined by experiments.
The high temporal resolution estimate of the system noise va-

riance σ2
u(n) is obtained by local smoothing of the instantaneous

power of e(n). By a moving average smoothing using 2 or 3 points
at each side of the current data point we get a quite good result.
However, we found that a cubic spline smoothing yields better per-
formance. The reason could be that the spline smoothing smoothes
more in the valleys between two impulses than at the impulse peaks
because of the large difference between the amplitudes of the im-
pulse and the noise floor. This property of spline smoothing is desi-
rable for our purpose since we want to maintain the dynamic range
of the impulse as much as possible while smoothing out noise in
the valleys. The cubic spline smoothing is implemented using the
Matlab routine csaps with the smoothing parameter set to 0.1.

5. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

We first define three objective quality measures used in this sec-
tion, i.e., the signal to noise ratio (SNR), segmental SNR (segSNR),
and Log-Spectral Distortion (LSD). The SNR is defined as the ratio
of the total signal power to the total noise power in the utterance.
SNR provides a simple error measure although its suitability for
perceptual quality measure is questioned since it equally weights
the frames with different energy while noise is known to be espe-
cially disturbing in low energy parts of the speech. We mainly use
SNR as a convergence measure. Segmental SNR is defined as the
average ratio of signal power to noise power per frame, and is re-
garded to be better correlated with perceptual quality than the SNR.
The LSD is defined as the distance between two log-scaled DFT
spectra averaged over all frequency bins [15]. We measure the LSD
on voiced frames only. Common parameters are set as follows : the
sampling frequency is 8 kHz, the AR model order is 10, the frame
length is 160 samples. We aim at removing broad band noise from
speech signals. In the experiments, the speech is contaminated by
computer generated white Gaussian noise. The algorithm can be
easily extended for the colored noise by augmenting the signal state
vector and the transition matrix with the ones of the noise [8].

�����Iter.
α

0.0 0.8 0.9 0.95 0.96 0.97 0.98 0.99 IEM

1 9.45 10.39 10.86 11.22 11.31 11.38 11.41 11.33 10.36
2 10.57 11.07 11.26 11.36 11.37 11.37 11.33 11.21 11.06
3 10.94 11.12 11.20 11.22 11.22 11.20 11.17 11.06 11.17
4 10.99 11.06 11.09 11.09 11.08 11.07 11.05 10.97 11.11

TAB. 1 – Output SNR of IEM+WPSS at different α and IEM.

We then compare the performance of the IEM with and without
WPSS initialization, in order to show the effectiveness of the WPSS
initialization. The two system configurations are as in Fig. 2. When
it is without the WPSS, the IEM is initialized by estimating the AR
coefficients from the noisy signal. In the original IEM [2], the obser-
vation noise variance is estimated iteratively as part of the EM esti-
mation and the system noise variance is obtained from the variance
of the LPC residual. In this work, the observation noise variance is
estimated from the speech pause. Utilizing this information, for the
IEM, the initial estimate of the system noise variance is obtained



by subtracting the noise variance from the LPC residual variance.
We found that this modification improves the SNR gains by about
2 dB. In the sequel, we refer to the modified version as the IEM.
Table 1 shows the output SNR of the IEM with WPSS initialization
(IEM+WPSS) at different α and the IEM versus the number of ite-
rations. The input signal is 3.6 seconds of male speech corrupted
by white Gaussian noise at 5 dB SNR. By the SNR measure, the
IEM converges at the third iteration. While for the IEM+WPSS, the
iteration of convergence is dependent of α. When α is greater than
0.96, the algorithm achieves convergence at the first iteration. With
α larger than 0.98 the SNR improvement decreases. Experiments
on more speech samples and SNR levels show a consistent trend.
Thus the α is decided to be 0.98. The result shows that the IEM
with WPSS initialization (α = 0.98) can achieve convergence at the
first iteration and obtain even higher SNR gain than the IEM with
three iterations.

Next, to determine the values of the weighting factor α and the
remaining-noise-factor β for the proposed iterative Kalman filtering
(IKF) algorithm, the algorithm is applied to 16 sentences from the
TIMIT corpus added with white Gaussian noise at 5 dB SNR with
various values of α and β. As is for the IEM+WPSS, the number
of iterations needed for convergence of IKF is dependent of the pa-
rameters. The combination of α and β that makes convergence at
the first iteration and gives the best result is chosen. By balancing
the noise reduction and signal distortion, we choose the combina-
tion : α = 0.95,β = 0.5. It is observed in this experiment that for
an α smaller than 0.98, setting β to a value larger than 0 results in
a great improvement in the SNR, segSNR, and LSD, in comparison
to when β is 0. Note that when β equals 0, the PEKF is reduced to
the conventional linear prediction error filter. This suggests that the
prediction-error Kalman filter succeeds in modeling and reducing
the remaining noise in the excitation source that can not be mode-
led by the linear prediction error filter. When the α is larger than
0.98, setting β to a positive value does not improve the SNR and
LSD, but still significantly improves the segSNR.

Now we compare the IKF with the base line IEM, and the
IEM+WPSS algorithm. The results averaged on 30 TIMIT sen-
tences (the training set used in the parameter selection is not inclu-
ded) are listed in Table 2. Significant improvement in all the three
performance measures is observed, especially the segmental SNR.
The only exception is the LSD at 0 dB. To confirm the subjective
quality improvement, we apply a Degradation Mean Opinion Score
(DMOS) test on the enhanced speech by the IKF and IEM, with
10 untrained listeners. The result is shown in Tab 3. The listening
test reveals that the background noise level in the IKF output is
perceived to be significantly lower than the IEM. Besides, the low
score of IEM is attributed to the annoying musical artifact, which
is greatly reduced in the IKF. At input SNR higher than 15 dB, the
background noise in the IKF enhanced speech is reduced to almost
inaudible without introducing any major artifact.

Input Methods SNR[dB] segSNR[dB] LSD[dB]

20dB
IKF 23.13 12.60 1.89

IEM+WPSS 22.75 11.42 2.08
IEM 22.72 11.61 2.07

15dB
IKF 19.16 9.48 2.46

IEM+WPSS 18.74 7.79 2.68
IEM 18.69 8.13 2.65

10dB
IKF 15.37 6.65 3.15

IEM+WPSS 14.96 4.36 3.33
IEM 14.85 4.76 3.30

5dB
IKF 11.71 4.07 4.06

IEM+WPSS 11.40 1.13 3.96
IEM 11.18 1.56 3.97

0dB
IKF 8.25 1.81 5.24

IEM+WPSS 8.11 -1.95 4.54
IEM 7.81 -1.44 4.67

TAB. 2 – Performance comparison. White Gaussian noise.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a new iterative Kalman filtering based speech en-
hancement scheme is presented. It is an approximation to the EM al-

15dB
IKF 3.92

10dB
IKF 3.12

5dB
IKF 2.14

IEM 2.25 IEM 1.98 IEM 1.64
noisy 2.11 noisy 1.79 noisy 1.63

TAB. 3 – DMOS scores.

gorithm embracing the maximum likelihood principle. A high tem-
poral resolution signal model is used to model voiced speech and
the rapidly varying variance of the excitation source is estimated by
a prediction-error Kalman filter. Distinct from other algorithms uti-
lizing fine models for voiced speech, this approach avoids any voi-
ced/unvoiced decision and pitch related parameter estimation. The
convergence of the algorithm is obtained at the first iteration by in-
troducing the WPSS initialization procedure. Performance evalua-
tion shows significant improvements in three objective measures.
Furthermore, informal listening indicates a significant reduction of
musical noise. This result is confirmed by a DMOS subjective test.
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